# HOME ENTERTAINMENT

## LG QNED Mini-LED TV

### QNED99UPA Series
LG QNED MINI-LED TV QNED99

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86”</td>
<td>QNED99UPA86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75”</td>
<td>QNED99UPA75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65”</td>
<td>QNED99UPA65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Class size: See below for details.

- **Real 8K Quantum Dot NanoCell Display**
  - w/ Full Array Dimming Pro
- **MiniLED**
- **α9 Gen 4 AI Processor 8K**
  - w/ AI Picture Pro + AI Sound Pro
- **Home Cinema Experience:**
  - Dolby Vision IQ, Dolby Atmos, Filmmaker Mode,
  - Netflix, Prime Video, Apple TV+, Disney+, LG Channels

---

### DESCRIPTION

**Bigger and brighter 8K LED.**

Push the limits with 8K resolution, maximum contrast, rich color and the fluid action of 120Hz refresh rate. QNED Mini-LED ushers in revolutionary brightness and contrast with miniLED in tandem with the maximum color of Quantum NanoCell Color Technology. MiniLED technology uses smaller LEDs to maximize precise luminance, a higher level of contrast for more brilliant colors and deeper blacks. Our most advanced 8K AI processor optimizes every scene. Couple that with hands-free voice control and Wi-fi 6 for better connectivity.

### KEY FEATURES

- **Real 8K Quantum Dot NanoCell Display**
  - The highest resolution and backlighting possible. See brighter depth and detail. Thanks to Real 8K, the best in resolution, combined with our best in backlighting. Over 33 million pixels bring your content to life with unbelievable detail. Games, movies and shows pop like never before with Full Array Dimming Pro, our most advanced LED technology.

- **MiniLED**
  - Mini makes a big difference. New MiniLED technology is a giant leap forward in LCD TV. MiniLED technology uses smaller LEDs to maximize precise luminance, a higher level of contrast and deeper blacks due to increased dimming zones.

- **α9 Gen 4 AI Processor 8K**
  - Unbelievable detail powered by the latest 8K processor. The α9 Gen 4 AI Processor 8K is specifically engineered to power 8K performance, detecting and enhancing every detail you see on screen. Your non-8K content looks like near 8K with AI 8K Upscaling. Plus, AI Picture Pro and AI Sound Pro give you clearer, smoother images and maximum sound quality.

*Image quality of upscaled content will vary based on the source resolution.

### Home Cinema Experience

Bring cinema home.

Get breathtaking picture and audio that makes you feel like you’re in the action with Cinema HDR, Dolby Vision IQ & Dolby Atmos. See movies exactly how directors intended with Filmmaker Mode.

And with built-in access to Netflix, Prime Video, Apple TV+, Disney+ and LG channels, your favorite content is at your fingertips.

---
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  - w/ AI Picture Pro + AI Sound Pro
- **Home Cinema Experience:**
  - Dolby Vision IQ, Dolby Atmos, Filmmaker Mode,
  - Netflix, Prime Video, Apple TV+, Disney+, LG Channels

**DESCRIPTION**

Bigger and brighter 8K LED.

Push the limits with 8K resolution, maximum contrast, rich color and the fluid action of 120Hz refresh rate. QNED Mini-LED ushers in revolutionary brightness and contrast with miniLED in tandem with the maximum color of Quantum NanoCell Color Technology. MiniLED technology uses smaller LEDs to maximize precise luminance, a higher level of contrast for more brilliant colors and deeper blacks. Our most advanced 8K AI processor optimizes every scene. Couple that with hands-free voice control and Wi-fi 6 for better connectivity.

**KEY FEATURES**

- **Real 8K Quantum Dot NanoCell Display**
  - The highest resolution and backlighting possible. See brighter depth and detail. Thanks to Real 8K, the best in resolution, combined with our best in backlighting. Over 33 million pixels bring your content to life with unbelievable detail. Games, movies and shows pop like never before with Full Array Dimming Pro, our most advanced LED technology.

- **MiniLED**
  - Mini makes a big difference.
  - New MiniLED technology is a giant leap forward in LCD TV. MiniLED technology uses smaller LEDs to maximize precise luminance, a higher level of contrast and deeper blacks due to increased dimming zones.

- **α9 Gen 4 AI Processor 8K**
  - Unbelievable detail powered by the latest 8K processor.
  - The α9 Gen 4 AI Processor 8K is specifically engineered to power 8K performance, detecting and enhancing every detail you see on screen. Your non-8K content looks like near 8K with AI 8K Upscaling. Plus, AI Picture Pro and AI Sound Pro give you clearer, smoother images and maximum sound quality.

  *Image quality of upscaled content will vary based on the source resolution.

**Home Cinema Experience**

Bring cinema home.

Get breathtaking picture and audio that makes you feel like you’re in the action with Cinema HDR, Dolby Vision IQ & Dolby Atmos. See movies exactly how directors intended with Filmmaker Mode.

And with built-in access to Netflix, Prime Video, Apple TV+, Disney+ and LG channels, your favorite content is at your fingertips.

**Ultimate Gameplay**

Ultimate Gameplay is here.

Experience gaming like never before with features that help you beat the competition. Game Optimizer gives you easier access to all your game settings, the latest HDMI allows for fast gaming speeds and you’ll get low input lag and fast response times with Auto Low-Latency Mode and HGiG.